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ABSTRACT
Feedback Linearization and  A daptive Control o f a 
Nonlinear A eroelastic System
by
WenHong Xing
Dr. Sahjendra N. Singh. Exam ination Committee Chair 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
In this thesis, it is exhibited that although, the aeroelastic system  is not input- 
s ta te  feedback linearizable. a  partial hnearized representation of the system  in dimen­
sion three can be obtained. Based on this partially hnearized representation, a new 
inverse controller was derived and simulation results show that control of pitch angle 
and plunge displacement can be accompHshed.
Then, adaptive output feedback control law is examined. For the  synthesis 
of the controller , it is assumed th a t only pitch angle and plunge displacement are 
measured. A canonical s ta te  variable representation of the system is derived for the 
reconstruction of the s ta te  variable. According to the new s ta te  variable form of 
the aeroelastic system, filters are designed and an estim ate of states are constructed 
using a hnear combination of the states of th e  filters. Based on a backstepping design 
technique, adaptive control laws for the control of pitch angle and plunge displacement 
are derived. Simulation results are presented to show the adaptive s ta te  regulation 
capabihty of the control system. Finally, reduced order filters are designed to obtain 
the  unmeasured s ta te  variables and new adaptive control laws are obtained. In the 
close-loop system, the s ta te  vector is shown to converge asymptotically to  zero.
hi
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Aeroelasticity is concerned with the interaction among inertial, elastic and aerody­
namic forces. Aeroelastic phenomena significantly affect the stability and control per­
formance of aerospace vehicle. F lu tte r is an oscillatory aeroelastic instabihty caused 
by unsteady aerodynamic loads.
In this work, the theory th a t is developed for the nonlinear control of aeroelastic 
system are applied to two m ajor problems. First, i t’s applied to the linearizabihty of 
this system. Later, the nonlinear adaptive control law is examined and derived.
1.1 Past Work
Aeroelastic systems exhibit a variety of phenomena including instability, limit cycle, 
and even chaotic vibration 20-22 Active control of aeroelastic m stabihty is an impor­
tan t problem . Several researchers have analyzed the stab ih ty  properties of aeroelastic 
systems and designed controllers for the flutter suppression '*"M ukhopadhyay et al. 
" and Gangsass et al.  ^ developed methods for obtaining lower order models and 
designed controllers. Karpel  ^ used pole placement technique to design controllers 
for flutter suppression and gust alleviation. Horikawa and Dowell ® performed flutter 
analysis using root-locus plots. Piezoelectric actuation has been considered for flutter 
control in Refs. 6 and 7. In these studies, hnear control theory has been used for 
the design of controllers. Digital adaptive control of a hnear autoregressive moving 
average aerservoelastic model has been considered by Friedmann et al. Because
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
the linear design is often not adequate, researchers have developed control systems 
for nonlinear aeroelastic models Although nonlinearities arising from control
saturation, free play, hysteresis, and stabihty derivatives are encoimtered in aeroe­
lastic systems, nonhnear structu ral stiffness may play a  dominant role in causing the 
onset of flutter.
Recently, an aeroelastic apparatus has been developed and tests have been per­
formed in a wind tuim el to examine the effect of n o n l i n e a r  structural stiffness In a 
series of interesting papers. Ko et al. have designed control system s for this aeroe­
lastic system  using a  feedback linearizing technique and  an adaptive control strateg}% 
In a s tudy  by Block and Strganac the unsteady aerodynamics are modeled with 
an approxim ation to  Theodorsen’s theory and hnear control laws are derived for the 
active control of the aeroelastic model described in Ref. 12. A variable structure 
adaptive control of a  prototypical aeroelastic wing has been also considered in Ref. 
16. Since the aerodynam ic and structural param eters are not known precisely, the 
adaptive controllers designed in Refs. 14 and 16 are useful. However, the adaptive 
design in Ref. 14 requires complete knowledge of the s ta te  variables and uses two con­
trol surfaces for s ta te  regulation. Although the variable structure adaptive controUer 
of Ref. 16 uses only o u tp u t feedback, it is assumed th a t the bounds on uncertain pa­
ram eters are known for the control law derivation. Furthermore, this controUer uses a 
high gain feedback which often leads to control saturation  and may cause instabihty. 
Thus it is im portant to develop control systems for the active control of aeroelastic 
systems using ou tpu t feedback in the presence of param eter uncertainty.
1.2 Aeroelastic Model and Control Problem
This section gives the equations of motion for the aeroelastic model. The pro­
totypical aeroelastic wing section is shown in Fig. 1.1. The governing equations of
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
motion are provided in Ref. 13 which are given by
m  mxabg h 4- Ch 0  ■ h
_ mXabg la d 0 à
' L-a 0 ■ h ' ’ - L  '
0 ka(Q) a M
( 1.1 )
where h is the plunge displacement and q  is the pitch angle. In  E q .( l.l) . m is the mass 
of the wing; and Ch. are the  pitch and plunge damping coefficients, respectively;
and M  and L are the aerodynam ic Uft and moment. It is assumed that the 
quasi-steady aerodynamic force and moment are of the form
L — pU‘^hsCi^[a -H (h /U )  +  (— — a)bs{â/U)] 4- pU^bgCi^jS 
M  — pU%~CTnJf3L +  {h/U)  4- ( -  — a)bs{à/U)] 4- pU~b~Cm^0
( 1.2 )
where ci^ and are the hft and moment coefficients per angle of attack and c/  ^ and 
Cmj are lift and moment coefficients per control surface deflection. Although, other 
forms of nonhnear spring stiffness associated with the pitch motion can be consid­
ered, for purposes of illustration, the function ka{o.) is considered as a polynomial 
nonhnearity given by
k^{a) =  2.82(1 -  22.1a 4- 1315.5a'- -  8580a^ 4- 17 .289.7a-*) (1.3)
Defining the sta te  vector q =  (a , h, a , h)'^, one obtains a s ta te  variable represen­
tation  of E q .(l.l)  in the form
q =
0ox2 ^2x2 
M l Mo Ç4-
02x1
9 -b
02x1
b (1.4)
where ak^ = ak^o 4- 4- k^^a^ ka^a"  ^ + k^^a^ , b =  (61, 62)^, g =
{91^ 92)' -^ 0 and I  denote null and identity matrices of appropriate dimensions, and
Ml = —{k^U~-\~Tnd ^kao) —k^—{koU- — mXabgd~^kao) —ki
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Mo — —C41
—C21
- C 3 1
-C il
The system param eters are given by
bg =  0.135 m kh =  2844.4 N /m  =  27.43 N s/m
C q  — 0.036 Ns p =  1.225 kg/rr i^  c / q  =  6.28
C[^  = 3.358 c„iQ -- (0.5-f-a) Qq = -0.635
m =  12.387 kg Iq — 0.065 k g m ~  Xq =  [0.0873 - {bg + abg)]/bg
The system variables are given by
d
ki
ko
A,4
C ll
C21
C3I
C41
61
62 
9
m{Ia -  m x“ 6;)
^ahhj d-
{TapbgCia 4- mXablpCrno/)/d
—mxabgkh/d
{—mxab]pcia - mpb;cma)/d
=  [faiCh 4- pUbgCla) +  mXapUblCmcc]/d 
=  [IapUblcia{\ - a )  -  mXabgCa +  mXapUb^^Cmai^ ~ 0-)]/d. cy " /  ------'     s -utLf \
{ — m X a b g C h  —  m X a p U b l c i a  -  m p U b l c m a ) ! d
[ m C a  -  m X a p U b l c i a i ] ^  -  a) -  mpUblcmai^ -  CL) ] /d
U - { m X a b l p c i p  4- T n p b ; C m s ) / d
U ~ { — I a p b s C i 0  -  m X a b l p c , r i 0 ) / d  
—m i d
mxabg/d
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•  e.g.•  k,
U
c - 2 * b
a*b midchord
elastic axis
Figure 1.1: Aeroelastic model
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CH A PTER 2
FEEDBACK LINEARIZABILITY AND INVERSE CONTROL
2.1 Introduction
This chapter trea ts  the question of feedback Linearization and design of a new- 
inverse control law for the control of a  nonlinear aeroelastic system . A single trailing- 
edge control siurface is used for the control of the pitch and plunge motion of the 
system . Based on geom etric control theory, it is shown th a t the system  is not feedback 
hnearizable. but a partia l feedback hneaiization of index 3 is possible. Then using 
a partially linearized representation of index three, an inverse control law for the 
control of the plunge displacement and the pitch angle is derived. It is shown th a t 
in the closed-loop system , the state vector of the aeroelastic system  asymptotically 
converges to the origin.
2.2 Feedback Linearization 
This aeroelastic system  of Eq.1.1 can be represented
' 2:3 ■ ' 0 ■
X 4
+ 0X  =
h 9z
. h . . ff4 .
P =  f { ^ )  +  gu ( 2 .1)
where
X = l h , a . h , a ) ^  
6
(2 .2 )
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h  =  - f ^ i X i  —  [k 2 U ~  +  P{ X 2 ) ] X 2  -  C1X3 -  C2X4 (2 .3)
/ t  =  — fC2Xi —  [fC4l/~ - \ -q { X 2 ) \ x 2  —  C3Z3 — C4C4 ( 2-4 )
We are interested in deriving a  inverse control law so th a t in the closed-loop system
the s ta te  vector x  =  [h. a , h, q )^  converges to zero as i 0 0 .
Nonlinear geometric control theory provides useful techniques for the control of 
nonlinear system. Often, nonlinear coordinate transform ation and feedback are used 
to obtain a linear or partial linear representation. Such a hnear form of system allows 
derivation of control laws easily. W ith  this point of view, first, feedback lineariz­
abihty  of the aeroelastic system  is examined. Now , we compute the vector fields 
adfg.adjg.acPj-g. Using the definition of Lie bracket, one obtains
- g z
-g4  
cigz +  co<74 
. czgz +  C4F4
(2.5)
=  [/. adjg] =  - ^ a d f g  =
Cl^3 +  C2^ 4 
C3g3 +  C4^ 4
kigs +  P'g4 -  q^3 -  ciC2</4 -  C2C-zg3 -  0204^4 
ksgz +  Q'gA — C3Ci^3 — C3C2^ 4 ~  CZ^4gz ~  5^^ 4 .
(2.6)
where
,o _ _ , dadPf d f  ,0
ad^g =  [/, adjg] =  - g ^ g f  ~
kigs +  P'gA — q^3 — qc2^4 — coc^gz — C2C4P4 
^3^3 +  Q'gA — CiC3(73 — C3C2^ 4 “  ^^4^3 ~  q^4 
P  X4 kiXi -f- PV 2 4- Cir^ +  C2T4 
Q  2:4 -f- ^2^1 +  Q'x2 +  C3r3 -f- C4r4
(2.7)
adjg  =  (ri,r2,T3,r4)^
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p '  — koU^ +  p(Z2) 4- X2T ^
OXo
4- q{x2) +  ^ 277^
P" = ? £
d x2
„ aq'
= â ^_
Lemma 1:
For the aereoelastic model
(i) there exists an open set Çl G R4 such that at each x  G Ü, rank{g, adjg, adjg. ad jg}=  
4 .
(ii) the distribution G2 = span{g.adfg,adj-g} is not involutive unless — {mxab)~ =  
0 .
Proof: Computing the determ inant of [g.adfg,adjg(0).adjg{0)]  one can show 
th a t it is nonsingular, and. therefore, there exists an open neighborhood of 
surrounding the origin in which the vector fields adjg{k  =  0 .1 ,2 .3 ) are independent. 
This estabhshes the first part of the lemma.
One easily shows th a t
[g.adfg] = 0 
[^, adjg] =  0
[adfg.adjg] =  { -^ad jg )ad fg  =
0 
0
L
The distribution Go is involutive if
[adfg. adjg] G G2 (2.8)
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In order to verify this, we compute the determ inant A  of 
{g. adfg, adjg. [adfg, adjg\) =
0 —gz —cigz — C2^ 4 0
0 —^ 4 —Czgz — C4^ 4 0
gz Cigz 4- C2C?4 T3 P"gl
. gA c^gz 4- C4g4 q  Q''gl .
(2.9)
It follows that
=  b4(cif73 4- c2(/4) — gzi^zgz + c4g4)]igzQ — g4P ) (2.10)
For the given param eters of the aeroelastic model. A  =  0 if
m x^b  _
- ^ 4 P "  =  ( ^ ( Z 2 t .( 2 :2 ) ) ) ( ^ 3 ^  +  ^ 4 ^ ^ )  =  0 (2.11)
Since ^ ( x 2ka[x2)) 7  ^0 , A  is zero if ^ 3 4-^4^06  =  0 which using the values of gi gives
rnxljb^ — /q =  0 (2.12)
However, for the given param eters of th e  aeroelastic model m x' j jr  — la  7  ^ 0 . and, 
therefore. Eq.(2.8) is not valid. This estabhshes that the d istribution  Go is not invo­
lutive.
According to Lemma 1 . using a result of Ref. 24, it foUows th a t the aeroelastic 
model is not feedback hnearizable in general unless condition fy — (mxab)'  =  0  is 
satisfied.
Since it is not feedback hnearizable, we now consider partia l feedback linearization. 
Lemma 2 :
For the aerelastic model the involutive closure Gi  of Gi  has rank  two, and ad/jg{x) 
does not belong to Gi,  where Gi{x)  =  span{g,adfg}.  Therefore, the aeroelastic 
model is partially feedback linearizable w ith  index 3.
Proof: It is easily seen th a t the vector fields g and adfg are Independent. Furthermore, 
the vector fields g, adfg, and adjg  are Independent which implies th a t adjg  ^  Gi(x).  
Then following result of Refs. 24 and 25, one estabhshes th a t the aeroelastic model 
is partially feedback linearizable with index 3.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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2.3 Inverse Control
According to Lemma 2 , one can obtain a partially linearized system of dimension 3. 
Define a  new variable y  as
y = a - { - \ h  = C x  (2.13)
where A 7  ^ 0 and C  =  [A, 1,0 ,0]. It will be shown th a t for a suitable value of A one 
obtains a partially  feedback linearizable system. Differentially y  along the solution of 
system (l). gives
ÿ =  à ■{-Xh = L f{C x )  (2.14)
where Ly(-) =  [^ (-)]/(3 :) . The second derivative of y is
ÿ = a  +  Xh = L j (C x )  +  LgLf{Cx)u  =  A  +  g^u +  A[fy 4- ^3a] (2.15)
where LfLj{-)  =  Ly"^^(-) and LgLj{Cx)  =  (—^ ^ ) g .  In view of Eq.(2.15), ÿ  will not 
depend on the input u if one has A =  — For  this value of A, Eq.(2.15) gives
ÿ =  4- A/3  =  — (/j3 4- kiX)x i  — [k^U' 4- gixo) 4- X[k4U~ 4- p{x2))\x2 — (C3 4- CiA).T3
— (C4 4- C2\ )X 4 =  L j i C x )  (2.16)
Taking the derivative of y  one more time, gives
ÿ'= L ^ C z )  +  [^ L ^ (C z)]^ ,g  =  a* +  (2.17)
where a* =  L j[C x)  and b' =  [■§^Lj{Cx)\g.
We can choose the control input p  as
P =  ^ [ - n '4 -  Vr -Pz{y  -  ÿr) - p z i ÿ  -  ÿr) ~  P\{V -  yr)l (2.18)
where pi are real num bers and y-r is the reference trajectory  to be tracked by the 
o u tpu t y. Substituting control law (2.18) in (2.17) gives
ÿ 4-p3^ 4-P2ÿ 4-piÿ =  0 (2.19)
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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where ÿ = y — pr is the tracking error. The characteristic polynomial associated with 
Eq.(2.19) is
n (5 )  =  +  p2S~ 4- P2S  + Pi){y -  y r ) = 0  (2.20)
where S  denotes the Laplace variable. The parameters pi are selected such th a t II(s) 
is a  hurwitz polynomial and thus y — as ( — 0 0 . For the piupose of regulation, 
consider smooth reference trajectory pr exponentially converging to zero. In view of 
Eq.(2.19), it follows that as pr and its derivatives tend to zero, y{t) and its derivatives 
also converge to zero.
In order to exam ine the stability in the closed-loop system, we obtain a new repre­
sentation of the svstem . Define new coordinates
(Ç^,or) =  ( y ,ÿ ,ÿ ,a ) ^  = T { x ) (2 .21)
Then
a
ct 4- A/i 
Ô 4- Xh 
L?(Cz)
a
The Jacobian m atrix  ^  is
d T
dx
A
0
1
0
0
A
0
1
—(^3 4 - Ar^ A ~Q'  — XP' —((?3 4 - CiA) —(C4 4- C2A) 
0 1 0  0
(2 .22)
(2.23)
Since determ inant of is (C3 4-Ci.A) 4- A(c4 4-C2A) which is nonzero for all z  E
T (x )  is a global diffeomorphism. Using L j (C x )  from Eq.(2.16) and solving Eq.(2.22)
gives
/I =  ( a  -  a )/A  (2.24)
à  =  ^2 — AÂ (2.25)
h = -[^z  + {k2 +  kiX)h + [k4U^+q{x2)+X{k4U^+p)]x2 + {c4+C2X)à]/(cz+Ci_X) (2.26)
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Now using h and solving for à  gives
“  =  (c7 T c, A ) - \ ( c4 + c,A )K " ''’ +  -  "
+(^4  +  U^(l  4- A) 4- <2 4- Ap)Aa] =  fa{(d) 4- de^  (2.27)
where
od =  [A(A:3 4- kiX), (03 4- c^A), A][(C3 4- c^A) — A(c4 4- coA)]"^ (2.28)
faio^) =  [~ (^ 3  4-^iA)q 4- A(A:4 4- U~{14- A) 4-ç(o;) 4- Ap(a))o:][(c3 4-CiA) — A(c4 4- C2A)]~*^
(2.29)
For stability analysis, we assume th a t the reference trajectory =  0, then  in view of 
Eq.(2.22) the differential equations describing the closed-loop system are given by
& =  Ç2
& =  6
& =  PiÇi 4- P2Ç2 4- P3^3 (2.30)
Q =  /a (a )  4-UçÇ
Since 0 (5 )  is Hiurwitz. in view of Eqs(2.27)-(2.30), one has that (ft —)■ 0 as t —>■ 0 0 . 
i =  1 .2 .3 . The internal dynamics of the system is described by the last equation in 
Eq.(2.30). As Ç —r 0. Eq.(2.30) gives
à  =  A (a )  (2.31)
which describes the zero dynamics of the system. For stabihty in the  closed-loop 
system, the residual dynamics Eq.(2.31) must be stable. One notices th a t Eq.(2.31) 
has multiple equilibrium points. Since we are Interested in regulating x  to the ori- 
gin,consider the linearized system about the equihbrium point q =  0  obtained from 
Eq.(2.31) given by
Q =  =  UaoQ (2.32)
o a
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The element a^o is a  nonlinear function of the param eters a. U, and Xa etc., an d  it 
is negative only for certain values of these param eters. T he inverse controller gives 
stable responses converging to the origin only if 0^0 is negative. Since T{x)  is a 
diffeomorphism. as a) —?• 0. the stale vector z  -7 0. as t -7  00  if a^o < 0 .  It is seen 
in the next section th a t the zero dynamics are indeed stab le for a range of values of 
the param eters of the  aeroelastic model.
2.4 Simulation
In this section, the results of simulation are presented. The param eters of the model 
are provided in the appendix. A fourth order command generator
(iS"* 4-  4- psS"" 4- p z S  4- p i)p r  =  0
is chosen to generate smooth command tra jec to ry  yr(t) converging to zero. The 
param eters of pi are 1x4 =  4. pa =  G, po =  4 , =  1. T he feedback gains of the 
inverse controller are selected as pa =  3,po =  3 ,p i =  1. The initial condition are 
or(0) =  5.73(cfep),d(0) =  2{deg),h{0) =  O .l(m ), and ail o ther initial values are  set 
to be zero. It is assumed th a t control inpu t P satisfy \P\ < 30(dep). Thus for 
simulation, control surface is clamped to its  maximum or minimum value, whenever 
it exceeds the prescribed hmit. The model is sim ulated for a  =  —0.6 and U =  15. The 
hnearized zero dynam ics has a pole a t s =  —69.4642 which is negative, therefore, the 
zero dynamics are asymptotically stable. Figure 2.1. shows the simulated responses. 
We observed sm ooth trajectory  tracking and y  converges to  pr in about 5 seconds. 
As predicted, the s ta te  vector x{t) also converges to zero as t —¥ 00 since the zero 
dynamics are stable.
It is pointed out th a t  in Ref. 13, inverse control of a  or /i has been considered. Since 
in Ref. 13 the o u tp u t has relative degree two, zero dynamics of dimension 2 are 
obtained in each case.
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we observe th a t unlike Ref. 13, improved responses of a  and h are obtained since 
the output variable y is a linear com bination of a  and h and zero dynamics have 
dimension only one.
2.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter, feedback Unearizability of an aeroelastic system was considered. It 
was shown th a t although, the model is not input-state feedback hnearizable. a partial 
hnearized representation of the system of dimension three can be obtained. Based 
on this partially hnearized representation, a  new inverse controUer for the trajectory 
control of the derived o u tp u t was presented. In the closed-loop system , asymptotic 
regulation of the s ta te  vector to the origin was accomphshed. Sim ulation results were 
presented which show th a t control of the p itch  angle and the plunge displacement can 
be accomphshed using the  designed controUer. It is noted that unlike the published 
works on the inverse control of the pitch angle or the plunge displacement, here a 
possibihty of simultaneous shaping of the transient responses of bo th  the  pitch angle 
and the plunge displacement exist since the controlled output variable is a hnear 
combination of the pitch angle and the plunge displacement.
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Figure 2.1: Inverse control: a  =  —0.6 U =15ni/s
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CH A PTER 3
ADAPTIVE OUTPUT FEEDBA CK CONTROL
3.1 Introduction
Based on a backstepping design technique, a  new adaptive controller for the control 
of an  aeroelastic system using ou tpu t feedback is derived. The chosen dynamic model 
describes the nonhnear plunge and  pitch m otion of a  wing. The param eters of the 
system are assumed to be completely unknown and only the plunge displacement and 
the pitch angle measurements are used for the  synthesis of the controller. A canonical 
sta te  variable representation of the system is derived and filters are designed to obtain 
the estim ates of the derivatives of the pitch angle and the plunge displacement. Then 
adaptive control laws for the trajectory control of the pitch angle and the plunge 
displacement are derived. It is shown that in the closed-loop system, the sta te  vector 
asymptotically converges to the origin. Sim ulation results are presented which show 
that regulation of the state  vector to the equilibrium sta te  and trajectory  following 
are accomplished using a  single control surface in spite of the uncertainty in the 
aerodynamic and structural parameters.
Consider a  reference tra jectory  xjr that represents either a prescribed pitch angle 
tra jectory  ar  for pitch angle control or a plunge displacement tra jectory  for the 
plunge motion control. A ppropriate reference trajectories are generated by a second- 
order command generator. We are interested in deriving output feedback adaptive 
control systems so th a t a  tracks ar  or h tracks hr asymptotically, and in the closed-
16
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loop system  the sta te  vector ( h . a . h . à ) ^  converges to zero as ( oo.
3.2 A Canonical Form. Filters, and S tate  E stim ation
Since à  and  li are not m easured, it is essential to obtain an estim ate of these variable 
so th a t control synthesis can  be accomphshed. In order to ob tain  a state estim ator, 
a representation of the system  in a canonical form is obtained which is useful in de­
signing certain  filters. Then a  linear combination of filter s ta tes  provides an estim ate 
of the  s ta te  vector.
Consider a sta te  transform ation x  = Tq,  where
T  = I,2x2 02x2
— M o Ax 2
Then it is easily seen that a  new s ta te  variable representation is given by
Mo lo
X  =
'2 ■‘2x2
M l  0 2x2
0 2x1
9
0 2x1
b
where x  =  {x i ,xo ,xz .x^ )^ .  x i  =  q , and xo = h. Define
-t-
Mo
Ml
a
h
(.3.1)
(3.2)
(3J )
where 6 = {b' r^ M^^o), M[^ ^2)^  9iPq  ^92Pa)'^■ the superscript T  denotes
m atrix  transposition. Mi^^) denotes the k th  row of Mi, =  {hai- has-. kaP,  and 
the 4 X 18 m atrix  is
p e ^ .a e i ,  hci. aeo. heo. aez, hez^ae^, ke ^ .a 'e z .  oPez,
a'*63 , 0 :^ 63 , a ' 64, 0 :^ 64, a'*64, 0:^64) (3.4)
Here denotes a vector of appropriate dimension whose k th  elem ent is one and the 
rem aining elements are zero.
Using the definition of m atrix  F,  Eq. (3.2) can be w ritten  as
X =  A x  L{a, h)"^ -h F ^ (a , h, 0)6 (3.5)
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=  'o“  L )
—Li Iox2
— Lo 02x2
T he m atrices Li.L-z are chosen so th a t A is a  stable m atrix . Eq. (3.5) is a  canonical 
representation of system Eq. (1 .1 ) in which A is in a special from, the regressor 
m atrix  F is a function of th e  measured variables and the input 0, and  aU the unknown 
param eters of the system are included La the vector 6. Now based on Eq.(3.5), certain 
filters are designed.
In view of Eq. (3.5), following Ref. 19, consider filters given by
4 = AÇ + L { a ,  h )^
P 7  =  AR^ +  F "(o .fi,/3 ) (3.6)
where Ç E and OF E Define a sta te  estim ate as
x  =  ^  +  Q ^ e  (3 .7)
and let the sta te  error be x  =  (x — x). Using Eq.(3.5) -(3.7), it easily follows that the 
error x is governed by
i  =  A x (3.8)
Since A is a  Hurwitz m atrix . x{t) 0 as t oo and, therefore, x( t )  asymptotically 
converges to x(t). Of course, d is not known, and Eq.(3.7) cannot be used to  construct 
x (t). However, it will be seen that it is useful in the derivation of an  adaptive control 
law.
For simplicity in synthesis, in view of the special form of the m atrix  F , one can 
reduce the dimension of th e  Q-filter. Define
=  [ U i , U o , S i , S 2 , . . . , S i 6 ]  =  [ u i , u o , S ' ]  (3 .9)
where each column of OT is a 4-vector. Due to the special structure of F ^  in Eq. 
(3.4), it follows from Eq.(3.6) th a t and Si satisfy
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vi =  Avi  -j- ez0 vq =  Avq +  64/?
i l  =  A s i  +  6 i a  So =  A s2  +  e j i
S3 =  As3 +  eoa S4 =  As4 +  coh
is =  Ass +  63 a  ig =  Asg +  ezh
i? =  As’7 -f- 64a ig =  Asg + 64/1 (3.10)
i g  =  A s g  -t- 6 3 a "  i l o  =  A s i o  +  630:^
i l l  =  +  ezoA i i 2 =  A si2 +  6 3 0 ®
i l 3 =  ASi3 +  64a -  i i 4 =  As 14 +  6 4 0 ^
i i 5 =  A sis 4- 64o:'* i i 6 =  As 16 -f- 6 4 0 ^
Noting th a t eo =  Ae4 and ei =  Ac3 , in view  ^of Eq.(3.1G). one finds that
Si =  Aso S2 =  Asg
53 =  A s r  S4 =  A s g  (3 . 11)
T hat is. Si {i = 1,.... 4) can be sim ply obtained by using Eq. (3.11) for synthesis. 
However, for the purpose of analysis Eq.(3.1G) will be used.
3.3 A daptive Control Laws
First the derivation of the control law for the trajectory control of the pitch angle 
is considered.
P itch  angle control
Let yr =  Up be a  smooth tra jecto ry  which is to be tracked by a.  In view of
Eqs.(3.2) and (3.7), the derivative of the controlled ou tput variable a  is given by
Q =  X z  +  M o (^ i ) { a ,  h ) ^  =  ^3 +  ^ z ) ^  +  X3 T  A A ( i ) ( o ; ,  h ) ^  (3 . 12)
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where Çf,- and Xk denote k th  rows of DT. Çt, and x,-. respectively. Using the
definitions of 9 and OT, Eq.(3.12) gives
d  =  biUiz +  Ç3 +  X3 +  uj^ 9 (3.13)
where =  (0 . no3, •S'(3) +  e |'o  + e[h).  Mz^i) =  (^3 ,^ 4 ), and Vjk and S^k) denote the
kth  rows of Vi and S, respectively. Since we are interested in the tra jectory  control
of y =  Q-. consider the tracking error zi defined as
^ i =  y -  Ur (3.14)
Now the controller design is performed in two steps following a backstepping tech­
nique of Ref. 19.
Step 1 :
The derivative of zi is
Zi =  biViz +  <^3 +  X3 +  9 — ÿr (3.15)
Since Ui3 is treated as a v irtual control for controlhng z i ,  define
-2  =  ai3 — pijr — a \  (3.16)
where p is an estimate of p =  b^^ and a i  is the stabfiizing function yet to be chosen.
Using Eq. (3.16) in Eq. (3.15) gives
Zl =  X3 +  ^3 +  b i [ z 2  +  a i  +  p ÿ r \  +  ^  ~~ ÿ r  ( 3. 17)
The stabihzing function Qi is chosen as
Ql =  pQ.1
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cki =  —CiZi—^3 —ui^è — diZi (3.18)
where Ci.di > 0  and 6 is an  estim ate of 9.
Noting that b^p = bi(p — p) =1 — bip. it follows from Eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) th a t
Zi =  61^2 — bipcxi -f- 9 — diZy 4-  X3 — bipÿr — ( 3 . 19)
Now consider a  Lyapunov function of the form
V i  =  d i ^ x ^ P x  4-  { z i  4- |6i.|7 ' ^ p ^)/2  ( 3 .20 )
where 7  >  0 and th e  positive definite symmetric m atrix P  satisfies the Lyapunov
equation
P A  A ^ P  =  —^4x4 ( 3 .21 )
Since A is a stable m atrix , P  is the unique solution of Eq. (3.21). The derivative of 
Vi is given by
VI =  d : [ \ x ' P x  4- x ^ P i )  + ZiZi -  \bi\j-^p'p (3.22)
Substituting Eqs. (3.8), (3.19). and (3.21) in Eq. (3.22) gives
Vi = biZiZo 4- üi^ëzi — Cizi — -----bipâiZi — dizi  4- x^zi — ——-p — bipÿr~i (3.23)cti 7
where |.| denotes the Euclidean norm  of a vector. Using Young's inequality, one has 
Z3Z1 <  |x3 ||zil < d i Z l + x l / { A d i )  < diZi + \x\-/ {Adi) (3.24)
Using Eq. (3.24) in (3.23) gives
Vi <  biZiZo 4- ûFèzi  — C iz f  j-y— r  Zip\—hiâi — biÿr\ — (3.25)4di 7
Since p is unknown, this can be efim inated from Ec[. (3.25) by choosing an update 
law of the form
p  =  - j s ig n { b i ) [ z i { â i  + ÿr)] (3.26)
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Now substitu ting  the update law in Eq. (3.25) gives
Vi < —Ciz[ — — -|x |" +  üFÔzi +  biZiZo (3.27)
4ai
The unknown 0-dependent term in Eq.(3.27) will be compensated in the second step. 
Step 2 :
The derivative of zo is given by
-2  =  '013 — p ÿ r  — p ÿr  ~  (3.28)
Since Qi is a  function of S{z), VQz,yr,d.xi.xo, its derivative is given by
d a i  . 5 a i  X , d a i -  da^ -j.  da i  . , d a i  .
=  qq -t- {d a i /d x i )± i  -b [ d a i /d x2)x2 (3.29)
where Cq is obtained by comparing terms in Eq.(3.29). For the com putation of cq, 
the derivatives of various signals are substituted in Eq. (3.29), bu t 9 is yet to be 
determined. Using Elqs. (3.2) and (3.7). the derivative of xo is given by
Xo =  ihf2(2)(o:, hŸ'  +  X4 =  iV/2(2)(o:, h)^  +  X4 -f- Ç4 +  0 ^ )0  (3.30)
Noting th a t M2(i) =  (^3 ,^4 ) and Mzip) =  (^5 ,^ 6), and adding and subtracting  appro­
priate 0-dependent terms, and using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.30) in Eq. (3.29) gives
d i  =  Go +  ( ^ ^ ) ( ^ 3  T  +  X3 4- 030 4- 04/1) H- (g ;^)(<^4 4- U ^)0 +  X4 4- 05O 4- d^h)
=  Gi 4- aTxa 4- G3 0 (3.31)
where
O-i =  (iQ (Ç3 4- n ^^0  -t- 03a  4- 04A) 4- (Ç4 +  fl^ )0  4- 05O: 4- êçà)
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Xa — (03; 0 4 )
“ 3 =  ^ ^ ( ^ ^ )  +  e^Q +  e^/i) +  ^ ^ (^ (4 )  +  +  ^Jh)
Substituting Eq.(3.31) in Eq.(3.28) gives
~2 =  —LziVii B — pÿr — pÿr — Gi — a^0a — = a* — aÿxa — ajd  -f- 0  (3.32)
where a* =  —LoiVn — pÿr — pÿr — 0.1 
In view of Eq.(3.32), we choose control 0  as
0  =  —OL* — CoZo — AjOol '^ 2 — 01-L (3.33)
Now consider a  Lyapunov function
Vo =  Vi +  d ÿ ^ x ^ P x  +  [zo- +  0 ^ r-^ 0 )/2  (3.34)
where P is a positive definite sym m etric matrix. In view of Eq. (3.21), the derivative
of Vo is given by
Vo — Vi —  ^ +  ZoZo — 0^r *■0 (3.35)
do
Using Eq.(3.32) in Eq.(3.35) and noting that bi = 9i gives
Vo < —C i Z \  j-y h û j^ ê z i + (01 + 0l)ZiZo — CoZg — doZ.ï|Go|' — 0 1 Z1ZO4ai
-zoaTx^ -  a^0Z2 -  0 ^ r - '0  -  (3.36)
02
Define
r  =  (wzi +  CiZiZ2 — O3Z2) (3.37)
Using Young's inequality, one has
|z2a [ ia |  <  |z2|la2||0al <  ^z^lo^j +  (3.38)
4ao
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Substituting EIqs.(3.37) and (3.38) in Eq.(3.36) and noting that |xq|“ <  |x"|, one has 
lA  <  —C i z ^  — cgZ g — —(d^   ^ +  d o  ^ ) |0 p  T  { t  — r  ^6 )  (3.39)
Now one chooses the adaptation  law for 9 as
§ =  E r  (3.40)
which yields
Vo < —ciZi" — coZo" —  ^ dn '") |0|" (3.41)
Theorem 3.1: Consider the closed-loop system  Eqs. (3.26),(3.33). and (3.40). 
Suppose th a t yr is a  boimded and smooth tra jecto ry  converging to zero, and the zero 
dynamics of the  system  are stable. Then the solution of Eq. (1 .1 ) beginning from 
any initial condition ç(0 ) €  is such th a t the tracking error (a  — a^) and h tend 
to be zero as t —)■ oo. Furthermore, if =  0, th en  the s ta te  vector q{t) tends to  the 
origin as £ -r oo.
Proof: A proof is given in the 3.6.
Zero dynamics describe the internal dynamics of the system when the ou tpu t 
y =  Q is identically zero. For the control of q . Theorem  3.1 assumes th a t the zero 
dynamics are stab le. The stabihty  properties of zero dynamics have been extensively 
examined in Refs. 13, 14, and 16. It is noted th a t  stab ih ty  of the zero dynamics is 
essential even in the nonadaptive output tra jecto ry  control systems.
Adaptive Control of P lunge Motion
In the previous section, an adaptive control law for the trajectory control of a  has 
been presented. Following, a similar approach, one can derive a control law for the 
trajectory  control of the plunge displacement. Define the tracking error
Zi = h — hr (3.42)
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Using Eq. (3.30) the differential equation for h is given by
h =  02^04 +  S4 4* [ui.4, 0. ■S'(4)]0 4- 04 +  iV/(2)(û* h)^  (3.43)
Apparently, for controlling h. one treats uo4 as the v irtua l control since in the deriva­
tive of uq4 , control input 0 appears. In this case p =  and
Z2 =  Uo4 — phr — 0:1
Following the steps of the previous section, one obtains a  virtual control a i  and the 
adap tation  law for p  which is an estim ate oî p = bF^ in the first step of derivation, 
and the control law 0  and the update law for 6 is obtained  in the second step. Since 
the  control law for h-control can be similarly derived, the details are not presented 
here.
Similar to a-control, for the stabihty in the closed-loop system, it is assumed that 
the  param eters of the aeroelastic system are such th a t the zero dynamics are stable. 
It is pointed out th a t unlike n-control, the zero dynam ics associated with the output 
h are nonhnear and exhibit complex dynamic behavior. In this case one has only 
local stab ih ty  in the closed-loop system. Since a  proof of stabihty can be estabhshed 
following the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1. it is not presented here.
3.4 Simulation Results
In this section, numerical results for the pitch angle control and phmge motion control 
are presented. The param eters of the system are given in  the appendix. Simulation 
is performed for different values of a and U. The transfer function of the command 
generator is chosen as
\2
(s +  A)2
to  obtain exponentiahy decaying command trajectories to zero where À >  0. For 
the pitch angle control, the initial conditions selected are o:(0) =  5.75{deg), h{0) =
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O.Ol(m). h{0) =  0. and d(0) =  2{deg/s).  The initial conditions of the command 
generator are set as yr(0) =  5.73{deg), ÿr{0) =  0.
The initial conditions for the parameters are 6i(0) =  —0.1, 62(0 ) =  —0.03, and the 
remaining components o f 6 and p have initial values zero. The initial states of the 
filters are set as 0(0) =  0. and (f(0) =  O.The design param eters are selected as A =  1. 
Cl = C2 = dz =  d^ =  100, 7  =  1. r  =  /isxis- T il =  T 12 =  20, L21 =  L22 =  100. These 
design param eters are chosen after several trials by observing sim ulated responses. 
Case 1 : The closed-loop system  Eq. (1.1) with the control law Eq. (3.33) and the 
update law Eqs. (3.26) and  (3.40) for a =  —0.3 and 17 =  15 m /s  is simulated. For 
the chosen value of a and  U, one has hi =  —0 .282.62 =  —0.047. Selected responses 
are shown in Fig. 3.1. We observe that after an initial transient, the pitch angle 
asym ptotically tracks the  command trajectory. The response time is of the order 
of 7-8 seconds. Only a sm all control magnitude (less th an  10 (deg)) is required for 
control. Since for a =  —0.3 and 17 =  15 m /s  the zero dynam ics are stable, the phmge 
displacement also converges to zero as predicted. Here only param eter bi is shown 
in Fig. 3(d), but it is found th a t all other components of 9 and p also converge to 
constant values.
Case 2 : In order to examine the sensitivity of the controller w ith respect to parameter 
a. the closed-loop system for a  different value of a =  —0.4, bu t w ith the same value of 
17 =  15 (m /s) is simulated. We observe th a t although the pitch angle asymptotically 
tracks the command trajectory, larger control m agnitude (less than  30 (deg)) is re­
quired (Fig.3.2). Moreover, larger plunge displacement is observed in this case. The 
response tim e is of the order of 6-7 seconds. In this case, increase in control magni­
tude can be attributed to  reduced degree of stability of the zero dynamics, since as 
a —)• —0.55, the poles of the  zero dynamics move to the right in the complex plane 
(Ref. 13).
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Case 3: The closed-loop system for a =  —0.4 and 17 =  20 m /s  is sim ulated. Selected 
responses are shown in Fig. 3.3. The response time of the same order as in case 2 
is observed, but due to enhanced control effectiveness a t higher air speed U , smaller 
control magnitude (about 18 (deg)) compared to case 2 is required. T he plunge dis­
placement and control input are somewhat similar to those of case 2 . and, therefore, 
these plots are not shown here.
Case 4: Now simulation results for plunge motion control are presented. The pa­
rameters Ci =  di =  3000 and F =  3007i8xis are chosen. The initial conditions are 
n(0) =  5.75(dey),h(0) =  O.Ol(m), and d(0) =  h(0) =  0. The rem aining control 
parameters and initial conditions of case 1 are retained. The aeroelastic model for 
a =  —0.85 and U =  15m/s is considered for simulation. In tins case bi =  2.47, 
bo =  —0.21. It is seen that h tracks and the pitch angle tends to zero (Fig.3.4). 
Since the zero dynamics are nonlinear, we observe high frequency oscillations in con­
trol 0.  The response time is of the order of 5-6 seconds. The maximum control 
magnitude is about 18 (deg). Similar to case 1 , all the param eter estim ates converge 
to constant values.
Case 5: Simulation for the aeroelastic model with a =  —0.88 and U  =  15 is per­
formed. Selected responses are shown in Fig.3 .5 . It is seen that the s ta te  vector is 
regulated to zero, but compared to  case 4, smoother response for h is obtained and 
transient in a  decays relatively faster (in about 4 seconds). The control magnitude 
(about 17 (deg)) is also shghtly smaller than case 4. For h-control, the degree of 
stabihty of the zero dynamics improves as the param eter a  -4 —1 (Ref. 13). For this 
reason, the transient responses of h and a  are better than  those of case 4.
Case 6 : To examine the sensitivity of the controller w ith respect to the air speed, 
simulation is performed for the model with U = 20, but the remaining parameters 
of case 5 are retained. In this case, one has bi =  10, bo =  —0.8. It is seen th a t h
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follows yr and q  is regulated to zero. In this case at higher air speed, similar to case 
3. smaller control m agnitude (about 9.5 deg)) compared to  case 5 is required. The 
response time is of the order of 6-7 seconds.
Extensive sim ulation has been performed. Based on these results, it is found 
th a t by a suitable choice of param eters q ,  di, L , 7 , F desirable responses in the closed- 
loop system can be obtained. For smaller values of Ci, the control magnitude is 
reduced. Furtherm ore, the command tra jectory  can be properly chosen to shape 
the transient responses.
3.5 Summary''
In this chapter, a new controller for the control of an aeroelastic system based on a 
backstepping design technique was presented. Adaptive control laws for the tra jec­
tory control of a  and h were derived. For the derivation of the controller, a canonical 
representation of the aeroelastic model was obtained. F ilters were designed to obtain 
the estimate of the s ta te  vector. In the closed-loop system , asym ptotic regulation 
of the s ta te  vector to  the origin was accomplished. Sim ulation results were pre­
sented which show th a t control of the pitch angle and the  plunge displacement can 
be accomphshed using ou tpu t feedback in spite of the uncertainties in the system 
parameters with reasonable control magnitude. The adaptive controller has several 
design param eters which can be adjusted to obtain desirable response characteristics.
3.6 Proof of Theorem 3.1
First it will be shown th a t all the signals in the closed-loop system  are bounded. Vo 
is a positive definite function of Zi,zo,9 , p .x  and Vo is negative semidefinite. Thus, 
it follows th a t {zi,Z2, 9, p , x )  G Too; where L^a denotes the set of bounded functions. 
Since zi E Too, one has a  E Too-
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Now the differential equations associated w ith the zero dynam ics are derived. The 
ou tput a  has relative degree 2 since the control p  appears in its second derivative. 
Thus the zero dynamics has dimension 2. Define
- /,. A
(3.44)m 62Q! — bih
. 92 bzà — b]_h
T] =
Then, using Eq. (1.1). it follows that 77 satisfies
Tj = ArjT] 4- (0. à) (3.45)
where
^ , =  f °  '
Cjji = boMi[i) — biMi(2)- f =  1 ,2  
C-qi — Cqi(0. bi ^)^ 
fnr, =  (b 2 ,b i)g k n a ic t)  
f-q — {OiCql +  âCrj2)[^-636^  )^^  + fnq
The zero dynamics are obtained when q  =  0 and d  =  0. i. e., /,, =  0 in Ecp (3.45). 
Thus, for the stability  of the zero dynamics, Aq must be a Hurwitz m atrix. Solving 
for 77i from Eq. (3.45). one obtains
{Cqi +  sc^2)(l. 6361 '■)^m is )  -
/Tn(s)
a (s )  + H  \ s ) f n q i a ) (3.46)
where in this section, s  denotes the Laplace variable, functions w ith overbar denote 
Laplace transforms, and Hq = s~ + Uq2S +  o^i. Since (c^ j_ +  sCq2)Hÿ^  and are 
stable transfer functions and a  is bounded, from Eq. (3.46) it follows that pi is 
bounded. But t]i =  62Q — bih, therefore, one has th a t h E Coo- Since (a , h) E Coo, S 
and Ç are bounded. In view of the differential equations for Vi and vq in Eq.(3.10), 
one has for 1 =  0 ,1
011 =  —CiiVii -f- Viz 
Vi2 =  —L\2Vi2 +  Vn
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0f3 =  ~ L 2iVii 4- Ôii0 (3.4‘ )
0:4 =  ~ 022^12 i^O0
where Sik =  1 if 1 =  k. and it is zero otherwise. In view of Eq. (3.47), it is easily 
seen th a t Uoi-^03, Uia- Wu 6  Too and this implies th a t ü  and « i are bounded. Since zg 
and Oi are bounded. Eq.(3.16) implies tha t Viz is boimded. But in view of Eq.(3.47), 
Ui3 E Too implies tha t Uu G Coc- This shows th a t Vi E Too and E Too, and in view 
of Eq.(3.10), à  E Too- Since a , à  E Too- using Eq.(3.45) one concludes th a t q E Too. 
Using Eq.(3.44) now one has th a t h E T ^ . Using boundedness of h. one concludes 
from Eq.(3.30) th a t no4 E Too. Since Û02 =  —T 12^02 4- 1/04, Uq2 E Too • Thus, vq E Too. 
This establishes the boimdedness of all the signals. Now using LaSalle-Yosliikawa 
theorem  (Ref. 19. page 489-492). one has that (zi, Z2) —>• 0 as £ —)• 0 0 . Therefore, 
n  ^  0 as £ ^  0 0 . Now in view of Eqs.(3.46), q converges to zero which according to 
Eq. (3.44) implies that li converges to zero.
For the case when =  0. according to the LaSalle invariance theorem (Ref. 19. 
page 25), the s ta te  vector converges to the largest invariant set V, contained in the 
set V =  {zi =  0. Z2 =  0, X =  0}. But m Vj, zi =  d =  0. Now convergence of 
(0 , 772) to zero imphes convergence of h to zero. Therefore, q{t) converges to zero 
.This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: P itch angle control: a  =  —0.3 U = 15m /s
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CHAPTER 4
ADAPTIVE CONTROL W ITH REDUCED O RD ER OBSERVER
4.1 Introduction
Although in chapter 3, nonlinear adaptive control based on backstepping design tech­
nique is implemented, filters of large dimension are needed for the synthesis of con­
troller. In this chapter, for the simplicity in implementation, filters of reduced di­
mensions are judiciously constructed. Furthermore, the control law of this chapter 
differs from previous one. Interestingly, simulation results show that the closed-loop 
system including the reduced order observer gives improved response characteristics 
compared to  those obtained in chapter 3 which uses high order filters.
4.2 Reduced Order Filters and State Estim ation
In this section, design of filters for sta te  estimation is considered. Since à  and h are 
not measured, it is essential to obtain  an estimate of these variables so th a t control 
system can be synthesized. In order to obtain a sta te  estim ator, a representation of 
the system in a canonical form is obtained which is useful in designing certain filters. 
Then a linear combination of filter states provides an estim ate of the state vector. 
Consider a state transform ation x  = Tq,  where
AxS 02x2T  = ‘ 2 x 2  '-'2
— M 2 /ox2
(4.1)
Then it is easily seen th a t a new s ta te  variable representation of Eq. (1.1) is given by
Mo loycO
X  =
‘ 2  ■‘ 2 X 2
M l  Ü2x2
X  +
02x1
9
37
02x1
h (4.2)
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where x  =  (xi,a:2 ,X3 , 2:4 )^, Xi = a.  and Xo = h. Define y — (a ,h )^ .  p =  (xs.xq)^, 
one has
j ] = [ g ] + M . +  [ ° ] 5  (4.3)
where 9a = M 2(^2), Mui),  M^o)^ 9iPa:diPa)^ E the superscript T  denotes
m atrix transposition, denotes the kth row of M,,
Pet (^'ai t ^Q2 ? ^Olz 7 ^Q4 )
^ 9  = (  ^
bp =  ^{P)b
= . $  = . 0  G
$  =  [aei, h e i ,a c2, heo, ae^, hez- ae^, he^, a~ez, a^ez.a^ez,  0 ^63 , q "64, a^e^, a"*64. 0 :^ 64]
where denotes a vector of appropriate dimension (here ei G R^) whose ith element 
is 1 and the remaining elements are zero. Then Eq. (4.3) can be w ritten as
ÿ = p - ^  Mo:y = p - \ - ^ i { y W a  (4.4)
p =  M iy  4- g k a j a )  + b p  = ^oiyWa +  ^(./3)6 (4.5)
Note that y  is m easured but the subvector p is not available for feedback. In view of 
Eqs.(4.4) and (4.5), for obtaining an estim ate of p, consider filters given by
V =  —K v  4- '^f(P)
Q.^ = —K Q ^ — K ^ i { y )  + <^2{y) (4.6)
where Ç G R~, v G R~^~,
V = ^(1) Wii WlO
.  ^(2) . _ W12 W20
=  [î i^, Wo]
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K  = kl 0  
0 /co
and Çï^ G It is noted th a t the filters in Eq. (4.6) are independent of the
param eters of th e  model. This is essential since the model param eters are unknown. 
Define a sta te  estim ate p of p as
p =  C +  4- 91^6a 4- ky  (4.7)
and let the s ta te  error be p =  (p — p). Using Eqs.(4.5) -(4.7), it easily follows that
the error p is governed by
P = - K p  (4.8)
It is interesting to note th a t the structure of the filters has been judiciously chosen 
such th a t the  s ta te  estim ation error satisfies a  hnear dififerential equation which is 
independent of the  param eters of the model. Since -K is a  Hiurwitz m atrix . p{t) —> 0 
as t oo and, therefore, p[t) asymptotically converges to p{t). Of course. 6 is not
known, and Eq.(4.7) cannot be used to construct p(t). However, it will be seen th a t
it is useful in the  derivation of an adaptive control law.
Define
=  [si, S27 • • - 1-Sie] (4.9)
where each colum n of D is a 2-vector. Due to the special structure of $  and  'F in Eq. 
(4.6). it follows from Eq.(4.6) th a t a, satisfy
Vi =  —K v i  4- SiP Vq — —A Vq 4" S-oP
Si =  —K Si  — CikiCe S2 =  —K. So — £ ik ih
S3 =  —K sz  — Cokoce S4 =  —A"s4 — e2koh
S5 =  —Asg 4* CikiQ: Sq =  —K sq 4" e ik ih
S7 =  —K s j  4” Cokoce Sg =  —A Sg 4" G-okzk (4.10)
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Sg =  —K sq  4 - CiA-’iO :” 
•§11 =  —A Sii 4- C\lCi(X^  
Si3 =  —ASi3 +  G2k2(X~ 
■§15 =  ~ A s i 5  4-
•§10 — — A  Sio 4- ei^iA ^
■§12 — —A  Si2 4~ 6 i A'lCl^
Si4 — —A  S i4 4* CokoCl^
•§16 — —A  .$16 4-  64^:20^
For simplicity in synthesis, in view of the special form of th e  m atrix  $ 1(1/). $ 2(.(/). 
one can reduce the dimension of the Q-filter. In view of Ec[.(4.I0), one finds that it 
is possible to reduce the dimension of the filter if ki =  k'2 =  k .  Defining
A q = 0  1 I 0
and noting that ei =  Aogn, h  is easily seen th a t
t'l — A qVq
Si =  S5 =  AqUo
Sg — Sq — 4I0S4
Sg  =  -4q S i 3
Sll — -doSis
■57 =  S3
Sg -  S 4
S io  — A 0S 14
S 12 — A q S i6
(4.11)
Thus, one needs to construct the filter only for uq and s,, (i =  3 ,4 ,13 ,14 .15 ,16), and 
Vi and Si. (i =  1, 2 ,5 .6 , 7 .8 .9 .10 ,11 ,12 ) are obtained by Eq.(4.11).
4.3 Adaptive Control Laws
First the derivation of the control law for the trajectory’' control of the pitch angle 
is considered.
Pitch angle control
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Let Ur =  Qr t>e a smooth tra jectory  which is to be tracked by a .  In view of 
Eqs.(4.2) and (4.7), the derivative of the controlled output variable a  is given by
à =  Xz +  M 2(i){ct. h)^  =  4- +  Pi 4* iV/2(i)(a, h)^  4- U(i)6 4- k ia  (4.12)
where Çk,y{k) and pk denote k th  rows of ^,v and p, respectively, 6 = (b^. 9^) € 
Using the definitions of 9 and Eq.(4.12) gives
d  =  6 it 'ii 4- ifi +  Pi 4" C‘j'^9 4“ kiQ  (4.13)
where Cu^  = (uioeT, ^ p ) )  4- e j a  4- e jh ,  Mo{i) =  (^3 ,^ 4), 9i is the ith  component of 9.
6 i €  {i =  3 .4) and eo 6  R~. Since we are interested in the tra jectory  control of 
y =  ct. Consider the tracking error zi defined as
~ i =  y - V r  (4.14)
Now the controller design is performed in two steps following a backstepping tech­
nique of Ref. 19.
Step 1:
The derivative of Zi is
~L =  61^11 4- (fi 4- Pi 4 -  û}^9 4 - Azipi — ÿr (4.15)
Since un  is treated  as a  virtual control for controlling zi, define
Z2 =  Vn -  pÿr -  Û1 (4.16)
where p is an estim ate of p =  bp'' and a i  is the stabihzing function yet to  be chosen.
Using Eq. (4.16) in Eq. (4.15) gives
-1  =  Pi 4- 1Ç1 4- 5i[zo 4- cki 4- pp’r] 4- 9 4- kiyi  — pr (4-17)
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The stabilizing function Qi is chosen as
Qi =  pâi
Qi =  —C-iZi — SI — üP'Ô — diZi — k \y i  (4.18)
where Ci.cU >  0 and 6 is an estim ate of 9 .
Noting th a t 6 ip  = hi[p — p) =  1 — 6 ip. it foUows from Eqs.(4.17) and  (4.18) that
Z[ =  b]^ Z2 — bipcti 4“ uj^9 — diZi Pi — bipyr — c^Zi (4.19)
Now consider a  Lyapunov fiuiction of the form
I'l =  +  (zf +  |6i|7-'p:^)/2 (4.20)
where 7  >  0  and the positive definite sym m etric m atrix P  satisfies the Lyapunov
equation
- { P K  + K'^P)  =  - h .2 (4.21)
It is easily seen th a t P  = diag{P]_i, P22) where Pa =  The derivative of Vi is given
ky
ûi =  d r ' ( f  Pp +  f  p#) +  ZiZi -  |6 i|7 'Y ^  (4.22)
Substituting Eqs. (4.8). (4.19). and  (4.21) in Eq. (4.22) gives
Vi =  biZ\Z2 4- uj^Ozi — — ]pjl. — bipâiZi — diZi +piZi — ^ —-p — bipÿr^i (4.23)
Û1 7
where j.| denotes the Eucfidean norm  of a vector. Using Young's inequafity, one has
Pizi <  Ipillzij <  d i z f  4 -P i/(4d i) <  diZi 4 - |p |- /(4 d i) (4.24)
Using Eq. (4.24) in (4.23) gives
Vi < biZiZ2 4- ûy^9zi — Ciz[ — — t- zip[—biO.\_ — 6 iÿr] — —— — (4.25)
4ui 7
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Since p  is unknown, this can be eUminated from Ecp (4.25) by choosing an update 
law of the form
p  =  - 7 szpn(6 i)[z i(â i 4- pV)] (4.26)
Now substitu ting  the update law in Eq. (4.25) gives
Vi < —Cizf — TT'IpP 4- ü ^d z i  4- biZiZo (4.27)4ai
T he imknown 0-dependent term  in Eq.(4.27) will be com pensated in the second step. 
S tep 2 :
T he derivative of zo is given by
Z2 =  ÛL1 — Ppr -  pÿr ~  «L (4.28)
Since q i is a fimction of p . f i o :  Pr,  0 . i ts derivative is given by
5 a i  . ( 9 a i da^ ■ d a i  • d a i . da i~  da^ . da^ .
=  Go 4- {doLi/dxi)±i -r { d a i /d x 2)X2 (4.29)
where gq is obtained by comparing term s in Eq.(4.29). For the computation of gq,
the derivatives of various signals are substitu ted in Eq. (4.29), but 0 is yet to be
determ ined. Using Eqs. (4.2) and (4.7). the derivative of X2 is given by
X2 =  V^T2(2)(&, fl)^ 4- P2 =  P2 4“ s2 4" f2^j0a 4“ 050: 4“ OqH 4“ G(2)5 4~ ^2/1 (4.30)
N ote th a t M 2(2) =  (05, 05). Adding and subtracting appropriate 0-dependent terms, 
and using Eqs. (4.12) and (4.30) in Eq. (4.29) gives
d i — Go 4- ( g ^ ) ( ^ i  4- i2^)0a 4- Pi 4- 03o: 4- 04/1 4- U(i)6 4- ^12:1)4-
( ^ 2:” )(^“ ^^)0Q 4- P2 4- 05O: 4- OqIi 4- V[2)b 4- koh)
=  Gi 4 -GjP 4- gJ0 (4.31)
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where
— Go 4- ^  ■ ( ^ 1  4- 4- 0 3 o  4 -  0 4 A 4- kiXi 4-Ü1101 4- Gio02)
d  Ck I ryt ^  ^  >I> A
-(^2 4- Q(2)0 a 4- 05O 4- dçh 4- knX2 4" Gi20L 4" l'20^2 )
P =  iP l-P lV
=  ^ ^ ( ( 0 ,0 .  4- e f  vii 4- e^Uio 4- e^Q 4- e^/i)4-
(9oi
'((0- 0- 4- ej"G12 4- eÿt’zQ + e ja  + e^h)
Here e^- G Substituting Eq.(4.31) in Eq.(4.28) gives
Z2 =  —AZiUii P — pÿr — pÿr — Gi — cTp — G^ 0 = CL* — üTp — G^ 0 4" (4.32)
where a* =  —fcit'n — ppr — Pÿr — Gi 
In view of Eq.(4.32). we choose control Ô as
/? =  —G — C0Z2 — (^ 21G21 '  «2 — 61Z1 (4.33)
Now consider a Lyapunov function
V2 =  Hi 4- d^^p^Pp  4- (Z2- +  0 ^ r - '0 ) /2  (4.34)
where F is a positive definite symmetric matrix. In view of Eq. (4.8), the derivative
of V2 is given by
Ûo =  14 -  -f Z2Z2 -  f r - ^ 0  (4.35)
G2
Using Eq.(4.32) in Eq.(4.35) and noting that 61 =  01 gives
VÔ ^ ~ C lZ ^   h ü'^dZi 4- (01 4- 0l)Zi^ 2 — C2 ZÔ — d2z||a2|“ — 0 1 Z1Z2
- Z 2aXp -  Gpzo -  0'^p-^  ^-  (4.36)
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D efin e
T  =  (wzi 4- eiZiZo — G3Z2) (4-37)
Using Young’s inequality, one has
\z2alp\ <  |z2[|a2|lp| <  d2zl\a2\- 4 - ( 4 . 3 8 )
4Cfc2
Substituting Eqs.(4.37) and (4.38) in Eq.(4.36), one has
V2 ^  ~CiZ[ — C2ZÔ — —(d]^   ^4- do *')|p1~ 4- 9 ^{ t  — r  ’■0) (4.39)
Now one chooses the adaptation law for 0 as
0 =  F r  (4.40)
which yields
V2 < —CiZi~ — C2Z2'  — -(d^ 4- do ’■)|p|" (4.41)
Theorem 4.1: Consider the closed-loop system Eqs. (4.7),(4.26),(4.33) and (4.40). 
Suppose tha t yj. is a  bounded smooth trajectory converging to zero, and the zero 
dynamics of the system  are stable. Then the solution of Eq. (1.1) beginning from 
any initial condition q(0) 6  if* is such th a t the tracking error (a  — q>) and h tend 
to be zero as û 0 0 . Furthermore, if yr =  0, then the state vector q(t) tends to the 
origin as i —)■ 0 0 .
Proof: A proof is given in the 4.6.
Zero dvmamics describe the internal dynamics of the system when the output 
y =  a  is identically zero. For the control of a, Theorem 4.1 assumes th a t the zero 
dynamics are stable. The stabihty properties of zero dynamics have been extensively 
examined in Refs. 13, 14, and 16. It is noted th a t stability of the zero dynamics is 
essential even in the nonadaptive output trajectory control systems.
Adaptive Control of Plunge Motion
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In the previous section, an adaptive control law for the tra jecto ry  control of a  has
been presented. Following, a sim ilar approach, one can derive a control law for the
trajectory  control of the plunge displacement. Define the tracking error
Zi = h — hr (4.42)
Using Eq. (4.30) the differential equation for h is given by
h =  M2{2){oc. h \^  H“ S2 +  D(2)0a +  '^ (2)5 +  ’^2^ 4" p2 (4.43)
Apparently, for controlling h, one treats vzq as the virtual control since in its deriva­
tive, control input (3 appears. In this case p =  67* and
Zo — V20 — ph-r — 0=1
Following the steps of the previous section, one obtains a v irtual control Oi and the 
adaptation  law for p which is an  estim ate of p =  6 7 * in th e  first step of derivation, 
and the control law (3 and the update law for 6 are obtained in the second step. Since 
the control law for h-control can be similarly derived, the details are not presented 
here.
Similar to o-control, for the stability  in the closed-loop system , it is assumed th a t 
the param eters of the aeroelastic system  are such that the zero dynamics are stable. 
It is pointed out th a t unlike a-control, the zero dynamics associated with the output 
h are nonhnear and exhibit complex dynamic behavior. In this case one has only 
local stabihty in the closed-loop system . Since a proof of s tab ih ty  can be established 
following the steps in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is not presented here.
4.4 Simulation Results
In th is section, numerical results for the pitch angle control and plunge motion control 
are presented. The param eters of the system are given in the appendix. Simulation
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is performed for different values of a and U. The transfer function of the command 
generator is chosen as
(a +  A)2 -
to obtain exponentially decaying command trajectories to zero where A >  0 . For 
the pitch angle control, the initial conditions selected are a(0) =  5.75(deg), h(0) = 
O.OI(m), h(0) = 0, and  d(0) =  2(de^/s). The initial conditions of the command 
generator are set as ÿr(0} = 5.73(deg). ÿr(0) =  0. T he initial conditions for the pa­
ram eters are 6i(0) =  —0.1, 62(0 ) =  —0.03, and the remaining components of 0 and p 
have initial values zero. The initial states of the filters are set as £7(0) =  0, u(0) =  0 
and ^(0) =  O.The design param eters are selected as A =  1, ci. =  C2 =  ^3 =  (^ 4 =  30, 
7  =  1 , F =  /isxis, k]_ =  ko =  10. These design param eters are chosen after several 
trials by observing sim ulated responses.
Case 1 : The closed-loop system Eq. (1.1) with the control law Eq. (4.33) and the 
update law Eqs. (4.26) and (4.40) for a =  —0 .2  and 17 =  15 m /s  is simulated. For 
the chosen value of a and  U, one has 61 =  —0 .4301,62  =  —0.0537. Selected responses 
are shown in Fig. 4.1. We observe that after an initial transient, the pitch angle 
asymptotically tracks the  command trajectory. The response tim e is of the order of 
6  seconds. Only a sm all control magnitude (less than  18 (deg)) is required for con­
trol. Since for a =  —0 .2  and 17 =  15 m /s the zero dynamics are stable, the plunge 
displacement also converges to zero as predicted.
Case 2: The closed-loop system for a =  —0.2 and 17 =  20 m /s is sim ulated. Selected 
responses are shown in Fig. 4.2. The response time of the same order as in case 1 
is observed, but due to  enhanced control effectiveness a t higher air speed U , smaller 
control magnitude (about 8  (deg)) compared to case 1 is required. The plunge dis­
placement and control input are somewhat similar to those of case 1 .
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Case 3: In order to examine the sensitivity of the controller with respect to param eter 
a, the closed-loop system  for a  different value of a  =  —0.32, but with the  same value 
of 17 =  15 (m/s) is simulated. We observe th a t although the pitch angle asym ptot­
ically tracks the command trajectory, larger control magnitude (less th an  35 (deg)) 
is required (Fig.4.3). Moreover, larger plunge displacement is observed in this case. 
The response time is of the order of 6 seconds. In this case, increase in control mag­
nitude can be a ttrib u ted  to reduced degree of stability of the zero dynamics, since as 
a —> —0.55. the poles of the zero dynamics move to the right in the complex plane 
(Ref.l3).
Case 4: Now sim ulation results for plunge m otion control are presented. The pa­
ram eters Ci = di =  500, ki =  ko =  100 and F =  lOO/isxis are chosen. The initial 
conditions are o;(0) =  5.75(de^),fi(0) =  O.Ol(m), and 0(0) =  2{deg).h{Q) =  0. The 
rem aining control param eters and initial conditions of case 1 are retained. The aeroe­
lastic model for a =  —0.75 and U =  15m/s is considered for simulation. In this case 
b\ =  0.5279, bo =  —0.0731. It is seen that h tracks Ur and the pitch angle tends to zero 
(Fig.4.4). Since the zero dynamics are nonlinear, we observe high frequency oscilla­
tions in control (3. The response time is of the order of 7-8 seconds. T he maximum 
control magnitude is about 28 (deg). Similar to  case 1 , all the param eter estimates 
converge to constant values.
Case 5: Simulation for the aeroelastic model w ith  a =  —0.85 and U  =  15 is per­
formed. Selected responses are shown in Fig.4.5. It is seen that the s ta te  vector is 
regulated to zero, but compared to case 4, sm oother response for h is obtained and 
transient in a  decays relatively faster (in about 5 seconds). The control magnitude 
(about 25 (deg) ) is also shghtly smaller th an  case 4. For h-control, the degree of 
stability of the zero dynamics improves as the param eter a —> —1 (Ref. 16). For this 
reason, the transient responses of h and a  are better than those of case 4.
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Case 6 : To examine the sensitivity of the controller w ith respect to the air speed, 
simulation is performed for the model with U = 20. but the remaining param eters of 
case 5 are retained. In  this case, one has bi =  2.4762,62  =  —0-2109. It is seen th a t h 
follows T/r and a  is regulated to zero(Fig.4.6). In this case a t higher air speed, similar 
to case 3. smaller control m agnitude (about 18 deg)) com pared to case 5 is required. 
The response time is of the order of 6-7 seconds.
Extensive sim ulation has been performed. Based on these results, it is found 
th a t by a suitable choice of param eters c,-,di,L, 7  and F, desirable responses in the 
closed-loop system can  be obtained. For smaller values of C£, the control m agnitude 
is reduced. Furtherm ore, the command trajectory i/r can be properly chosen to shape 
the transient responses.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a new controller for the control of an aeroelastic system  based on a 
backstepping design technique was presented. Adaptive control laws for the tra jec­
tory control of a  an d  h were derived. For the synthesis of the controller, only the 
measured variables (plunge displacement and pitch angle) were used. For the deriva­
tion of the controller, a canonical representation of the aeroelastic model was used. 
Reduced order filters were designed to obtain the estim ate of the state  variables. In 
the closed-loop system , asym ptotic regulation of the s ta te  vector to the origin was 
accomphshed. Simulation results were presented which show th a t control of the pitch 
angle and the plunge displacement can be accomphshed using output feedback in 
spite of the uncertainties in the system parameters w ith reasonable control magni­
tude. The adaptive controller has several design param eters which can be adjusted to 
obtain desirable response characteristics. Simulation results showed th a t the control 
systems with reduced order observer yield smooth response.
4.6 Proof of Theorem 4.1
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First it will be shown th a t all the signals in the closed-loop system, are bounded. Vo 
is a positive definite function of z i . z o .d .p .p  and V2 is negative semidefinite. Thus, 
it follows that {z\. Z2.d , p.p) G where denotes the set of bounded fimctions. 
Since zy G Coe- one has a  G Coo-
Now the differential equations associated w ith the zero dynamics are derived. T he 
ou tpu t a  has relative degree 2 since the control 0 appears in its second derivative. 
Thus the zero dynamics has dimension 2. Define
n = m
62Q: — bih
.  02 . 62 d  — bill
(4.44)
Then, using Eq. (1.1), it follows th a t ry satisfies
fj = A^r] H- (0 , l)^ / , ,(n ,d ) (4.45)
where
[ —(‘'nl ~^r)2
Crji =  62Mi(1) — 6 iiV/i(2). 2 =  1 .2  
0-T}i — Cr)i{0.bi )^ 
fnr, =  {bo,bi)gkr^aia)
fr, = iaCr,i + âCr,2){l. b z b ÿ ^ f  +  fnr,
The zero dynamics are obtained when a  =  0 and à  =  0, i. e.. /,, =  0 in Eq. (4.45). 
Thus, for the stab ih ty  of the zero dynam ics, Ajj must be a  Hurwitz m atrix. SoKdng 
for 771 from Eq. (4.45). one obtains
^{Cr,i+SCrj2) ( l -b2b ^ ' Ym is )  = a{s) + Hr, As)frrr,ia) (4.46)
where in this section, s denotes the Laplace variable, functions w ith over bar denote 
Laplace transforms, and Hr, =  -\-Or,2S + ar,].- Since {cr,i-\-sCr,2)H ÿ^  and are s ta ­
ble transfer functions and  q  is bounded, from Eq. (4.46) it foUows th a t pi is bounded. 
But 771 =  62a: — bih, therefore, one has th a t h G Coo- Since (a ,  h) G £ 00> ^  and Ç are
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bounded. In view of the differential equations in Eq.(4.10). one has
h ii  =  —kiVii 4- [3
510 =  —^ i^io
v\o — —koVi2 (4.47)
V2Q =  —k2V2Q 4- f3
In view of Eq.(4.47), u iq .U io  G £oo- This implies th a t w and Q i are bormded. Since 
zg G £oo- from Eq.(4.16) one has th a t v u  G £oo which imphes th a t U(i) G £oo - 
From Eq.(4.12), it follows th a t à  G £oc - Since ( a .d )  G £oo- using Eq.(4.45), one 
concludes th a t tj G £qc • Now Eq.(4.44) imphes th a t h G £oc and {a .à .h.  q) G £oc- 
Since h G £oc- Eq.(4.30) implies th a t uoq G Coo, thus v  G £oc- This establishes 
the the boundness of all the signals. Now using LaSaUe-Yoshikawa theorem  (Ref. 19. 
page489-492). one has tha t (zi. zo) — 0 as t oo. Therefore , a  —)■ 0 as t —5- oo . 
Now in view of Eq.(4.45), 77 converges to zero which according to Eq.(4.44) imphes 
th a t h converges to zero.
For the case when yr = 0. according to the LaSahe invariance theorem  (Ref. 19, 
page 25), the state vector converges to the largest invariant set Vi contained in the 
set V =  (z i =  0, Z2 =  O .f =  0}. But in Vj, zi =  d  =  0. Now convergence of (0 , 772) 
to zero imphes convergence of h to zero. Therefore. q{t) converges to  zero. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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